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Delta-to-Wye and Wye-to-Delta
Transformations

In the process of circuit analysis we often encounter three-terminal subcircuits such as those shown
below. Many timesit would simplify the analysis procedure if we could convert the “delta” (also
called “pi”) connected circuit to an equivalent “wye” (also called “tee™) configuration, or
conversely, convert the wye to an equivalent delta.

Delta-Connected Wye-Connected
Impedances Impedances

The transformation equations are shown below. The objective of this note is to derive those
equations and therefore show that the transformations do indeed result in equivalent subcircuits —
that is, we can replace one subcircuit with the other, and it will be impossible to determine anydifference in behavior with respect to the terminal connections; they behave identically.

A —Y Transformation

Converting from a delta configuration to a wye configurationis accomplished as follows:
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Y > A Transformation

Similarly, a wye-connected subcircuit can be easily converted to a delta-connected configuration
as follows:

LZ) + 2yZs +77,Z Heroed

LT
Z

2,2, +257; + ZZZp EeeES.

TD
Zy

Ze =—ocJ9Z3

How Can We Derive the Transformation Equations?
Consider the two diagrams shown below. The equivalent impedance with respect to the a —y
terminal pair must be the same for both circuits if they are indeed equivalent.

ey Z,Zy ia ZyZ,Loy mL Z, ob Zo Jm—2"F "BC aidor =Zal(Z4+ 2c)
Z,+Z,+2Z,

So, Z,+2, = 24s+ZsZc
(1)Lvl +L

Similarly,
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Z, Ze. He ZZ.Z,=ZJ|(z,+2,)= andw =2e|(Za+ 2)
BE, + %, v7,

27.42.57,So, Z, +2, =24lc Tonle (2)£i tr Zt dy

And, for the two diagrams shown below:

So, (3)

Then, (1)+(2)-(3) gives

Z Ze) (ZZ. +Z,Z)+ (2,2, +Z,Z,.(2.+2,)+(2,+2,)~(2, + 2,) = 44 s +2, c) < oo) ( AB 4 c)
A B @



27247 7 Zo Zei3Zh Es
Similarly, —(1)+(2)+(3) gives

(2, +2) +(2,+ 2,)+(2, + 2,) =Cals + ZZ) + LZ + 2p 2c) +(Z,2y + 2,7)
Zy+ Bp

Zireor 2Z, - 22,7, = Z, eg AC
Ly Ly +L, Zy+ LZ, +2,

and (1)—(2)+(3) yields

(2+ 2)~(2,+2,)+(2, + 2,) = Cela TZ) = BZ + 2,2) + (2,2, + 2,2.)
ZF Ly Pi

ZZor 27, ~ 22s => Zy=——4"8
3 Lys Zt Ly + Zs

This verifies the first set of transformation equations.



Now, consider the following: (Thered lines designate a short circuit between the two terminals.)

You Y,+7Y,

So, v, +7, =2bt hh )H+ +1
Similarly

Yous

U
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Y,
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Y +L )Y
Yop =X +X, and a MBH)

F+1 +1,

So, Yt Ty _th+hy4)Y +5, +,
and



Y, =X; +X and

So, +7, = BLAER ©hth +,
Now (4)~(5)+(6) gives

YE 411) (BY, + KE) +(BY, + LY)(¥, +,)~ (1, +1.) +(¥, +1) =
h+h+Y,

or 2Y; __hh = ¥, = Ly,
hith+h K+%,+T,

Therefore, Z,= H+ +1, — 22+ 22,+ 2,7, of Z,=7,+7,+ Zl
LY, Z, Z

(4)+(5)-(6) gives

(%, +1) + (1, +1.) —(¥, +, )—
(Bh +11) + (LY, + YE) (XY, + L,Y,

A B B Cc 4 c)= h+4, +7,

hhh L+Y, +,
Therefore, Z, = hWth+Y, Z,2,+72Z,+272, or Z,=Z +27, + ZZ,

hr Z, Zy

and —(4)+(5)+(6) gives



—(RY +BY) +(YY, + XY) +(YE, + LY)~(LAY)+ (T+ 1) +(Y, +X) =
h+h +1

YY,or oF, =n = Fmdht h+h L+Y +1,

ZzTherefore, Z. = ath +h Gk vik+22, or Z.=Z+7Z, + as
TE Z 3

These results verify the second set of transformation equations.

Example 1:

Determine the equivalent resistance of the circuit shown.

©

eq

40 Q 70 Q

O—

As is, determining the equivalent resistance is very difficult. However, by applying the A — Y
transformation equations discussed earlier, the problem can be greatly simplified. Looking at the
bottom half of the circuit, and comparing with the notes above:

Z,=600Q, Z,=300Q,and Z. =100 Q.

Applying the A —Y transformation equations:



_ ZgZs (300 Q)(100 Q) ~ 30,000= - Q=30QZy+Zp+Zc (600 Q)+(300 Q)+(100 Q) 1000
1

Z,Zc (600 ©2)(100 Q) 60,000_ ie = Q=600QZy+Zg+Zo (600 Q)+(300 Q)+(100Q) 1000
2

_ Z4Zy (600 Q)(300 Q) _ 180,000= = = Q=180QZy+Zg+Zc (600 Q)+(300 Q)+(100 Q) 1000
3

Now, we have the following equivalent circuit:

oO

o—

Here, determining the equivalentresistanceis straightforward:

R, = {{(70 Q)+(30 Q)|[(40 Q)+(60 Q)]} +(180 Q)

=[(100 Q)](100 2) ]+(180 Q)

=(50 Q)+(180 Q)
=230Q

Example 2:

Determine the value of V, in the circuit shown.



35 kQ

1680 Q 4480 Q

The three resistors in the middle of the circuit comprise a “wye” subcircuit, with Z, =1680 Q,
Z,=4480 Q, and Z, =960 Q.

Applying the Y — A transformation equations:

Ly + 2575+ ZZ,ZA
&

_ (1680 ©)(4480 ©) + (4480 ©) (960 ©2) +(1680 Q)(960 Q)- 1680 Q

_ 13,440,000 o_o1680

Z,- 2125+ ZyZ3 + 7173 _ 13,440,000 £3 (iZ; 4480

Zo = Z\Zy + 2,25 + 2175 _ 13,440,000 SA% 960

Now we have the following equivalent circuit:

35 kQ
AVAVAY

48 mA



Now, note that the 35kQ and 14kQ resistors are in parallel and equivalent to
35 kQ)(14 kQ( ) ( )

=10kQ. Also, the 8 kQ and 4.8 kQ resistors are in parallel and equivalent(35 kQ)+(14 kQ)

0 (8kQ)(48kQ) =3kQ. Thus,the circuit can be redrawn as follows;(8kQ)+(4.8 kQ)

10 kQ

+

48 mA 3kQ 3 kQ Vv,

I is
>

Hence, the circuit can be treated as a current divider with

ie 3kQ ( (3kQ)+[(3kQ)+(10kQ)]
48 mA) =—-.(43 mA)=9 mA

and then

V,=-(3kQ)-I=-27V



Simulated Inductors
The Gyrator
In 1947 a Dutch engineer named Bernard Tellegen proposed a fifth linear, constant, passivenetwork element(in addition to the capacitor, the resistor, the inductor, and the ideal transformer).He called it the gyrator, and described it as a linear two-port device that couples the current into
one port to the voltage across the other and vice versa.

Figure 1.

His gyrator violates the reciprocity relation, and is represented by antisymmetric impedance and
admittance matrices:

vil i [0 =R|
2 2 2

where R is called the gyration resistance, and

(JoiHS ST]

where ¥_=Z7"' and G2 is called the gyration conductance. In other words, thegyralor gyrator >

instantaneouscurrents and voltages are related by

v, = Rj i = Gv,
Vv, =—Ri, i, ==Gv,

The gyration resistance (or equivalently the gyration conductance) has an associated direction
indicated by an arrow on the schematic diagram. By convention, the given gyration resistance orconductance relates the voltage across the port at the head of the arrow to the current at its tail.
The voltage at thetail of the arrow is related to the current atits head by minus the stated resistance.



Reversing the arrow is equivalent to negating the gyration resistance, or to reversing the polarityof either port.

Although the gyratoris characterized by a “resistance” value, it is a lossless component. From the
governing equations, the instantaneous power absorbed by a gyrator is identically zero as shown
below.

P =i, +i, =(=Ri, )i, + (Ri, )i, = —Rii, + Rij, = 0

Another important property of a gyrator is that it inverts the current-voltage characteristic of
an electrical component or network. In the case of linear elements, the impedance is also inverted.
In other words, a gyrator can make an inductor behave as a capacitor, as shown below:

Example 1

i R i l(IRE AT, GRp= fo.P23+ + +

Bi P i vo Lg
= —CC-—

4 L L
Figure 2.

di
: :

Wi so by =i WS

d(-i d(-Gi =Gv, =Gy, ~61% gr1h) gp dlOu=
n) -12

GL1

Figure 3.
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Or,it can make a series LC circuit behave like a parallel LC circuit:

Example 2

I R I, digLp i Eg GRpa ee]+ + + 1 += NW
vw D( v,

= =0-—L L I
Figure 4.

Here:

V,=V,, Y,=Y, +V,, Ve=—I, V,=sll;, I,=1,
Ss

so that:

I, =GV,=GV,=G(V, #V0)=6 (st, 1]A)

[sz=n =-G Let =F (sz+LwsC sC sC

which describesa capacitance, C = G*L , in parallel with an inductor, I = L- = R*C, with voltage
V, across the pair.

1

T= RC

iB
Figure 5.

and so on.
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Relationship to the Ideal Transformer
An ideal gyrator is similar to an ideal transformer in that it is a two-port linear, lossless, passive,
memoryless device. However, the transformer couples the voltage across port 1 to the voltage
across port 2, and the current into port 1 to the current into port 2, while the gyrator cross-couples
voltage to current and current to voltage.

Example 3

Cascading two gyrators with gyration resistances R, and R, achieves a voltage-to-voltage
coupling equivalent to that of an ideal transformer having turns ratio R, : R,.i hy Ip btmmm see mm)+ +

=fr 2
. : R nVv, = Roly =—Rji, = R,Gyv, =2 v, =—2y,

R, n,
(a) (b)

Figure 6.

Hence, from the point of view of network theory, transformers are redundant when gyrators areavailable.

Why do we Need this Thing?
Inductors do not lend themselves easily to the miniaturization and monolithic fabrication
requirements that dominate today’s electronics industry. They’re naturally bulky, and being madefrom a coil of wire, tend to generate electromagnetic interference, and are susceptible to that
generated elsewhere (e.g., power-line hum). Fortunately, Tellegen’s gyrator allows us a way to
overcome this problem

Example 4 pa +

v, D q v, C==Vc

Se Se ©

i4 Figur 7. c
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Note that;

ote= 5 h==lc, v=,
And, then:

d(- d(Ri ;

YW =—Ri=—-Ri. -—re ZC) pesped) _ pds
which is the v-i relationship for an inductor having value L = R*C.

Figure 8.

Thus, that bulky, heavy, expensive coil of wire (the inductor) can be replaced by a much smaller
assembly containing a capacitor and a gyrator. That is, anything that can be built from resistors,capacitors, inductors, transformers and gyrators, can also be built using just resistors, gyrators andinductors (or capacitors).

So Where do We Get a Gyrator?

According to Tellegen, “The gyrator can be realized by means of a medium consisting of particlescarrying both permanentelectric and permanent magnetic dipoles or by means of a gyromagneticeffect of a ferromagnetic medium.”

Fortunately, at low frequencies and low power, the behavior of the gyrator can alternately be
accomplished with a small op-amp circuit. Hence, an inductor can be replaced by a much smaller
assembly containing a capacitor, operational amplifiers, and resistors.

Thus, for example, an RLC bandpass filter can be realized with capacitors, resistors and
operational amplifiers without using inductors.
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Simulated Inductor

An example of a gyrator simulating inductance, with an approximate equivalent circuit, is shownbelow. The two Zi, have similar values in typical applications.

R,
—AAN,

Z = 4 =RRCin

Figure 9. A Floating Simulated Inductor.

Operation
In the circuit shown, one port of the gyrator is between the input terminal and ground, while theother port is terminated with the capacitor. The circuit works by inverting and multiplying theeffect of the capacitor in an RC differentiating circuit where the voltage across the resistor Rbehaves through time in the same manneras the voltage across an inductor. The op-amp followerbuffers this voltage and appliesit back to the input through the resistor Ry. The desired effect is animpedance of the form of an ideal inductor Z with a series resistance Ry:

Z=R,+ joL

From the diagram, the input impedance ofthe op-amp circuit is:

: 12 =By jorzo)ze]
With RLRC =L, it can be seen that the impedance of the simulated inductor is the desiredimpedance in parallel with the impedance of the RC circuit. In typical designs, R is chosen to be
sufficiently large such that the first term dominates; thus, the RC circuit's effect on inputimpedance is negligible.

Z,~R, + joRRC

This is the same as a resistance Ry. in series with an inductance L = R.RC. There is a practical limit
on the minimum value that Ry, can take, determined by the current output capability of the op-amp.
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The impedance cannot increase indefinitely with frequency, and eventually the second term limits
the impedance to the value of R.

FV,
mn

I 100 kQ

(a) “Real” Inductor (b) “Simulated” Inductor

Figure 10. Equivalent Circuits(?)

The circuit is much smaller than a real inductor (at least for the larger values), and does not sufferfrom noise pickup. It does have a limited © (quality factor), butit is rare that very high O circuits
are needed in audio, so this is notreally a problem. It is also variable over a moderately wide range,
something that is very difficult with the wire wound genuine article. R, in parallel with the
inductor ‘circuit’ is rarely shown in ‘equivalence’ diagrams, but if you want an accurate
representation it must be included. The simulated and real inductors perform identically once the
parallel resistanceis included.

Parallel resistor R, is frequently omitted from the real inductor model because its value is so large.
However, performance ofthe simulated and real inductor models is more easily matched if R, is
included.

The inductance, in Henrys, for the simulator is

L=R,(R,-R,)C

Since R, < Ry, this can be approximated by

L=RR,C
with very little error. In fact, a ratio of 100:1 would normally be the Jowest one would encounterin practice, and this simplification would yield an error of only 1% at most. Component tolerances
would have a much more significant effect.
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Example 5

For the circuit shown in Figure 10(b), the simulated inductance is

L=R,(R, ~ R,)C€ =100x[ (100x10°)~100 |(100x10) = 0.999 H,

and the approximation is

L= R,R,C =100%(100x10°)x (100x107) =1 il
Theresulting erroris only

_1-0.999Error x100~0.1%.

The value of the inductor in Example 1 is large, and it would be very expensive and bulky if made
conventionally. It would require a large iron core to be able to withstand even a small amount ofDC, and the inductance would change depending on how much DC is present.

It should be noted that the simulated inductor also has problems because its current is limited bythe current capability of the opamp, so it can handle only up to +20 mA or so with no change in
performance.

Even so, the simulated inductor is an important building block for such things as equalizers and
spectrum displays, and is quite common in audio applications.

How Does it Work?

The idea is very simple, but operation is less easy to understand. Essentially the circuit uses acapacitor, and 'reverses' its operation, thus making an ‘inductor’. The essential character of aninductor is that it resists any change in its current, so if a DC voltage is applied to an inductance,the current will rise slowly, and the voltage will fall until the internal resistance becomes
significant.

An inductor also passes low frequencies more readily than high frequencies - the opposite of acapacitor. An ideal (that word again) inductor has zero resistance, so will pass DC with nolimitation, but will have an infinitely high impedance at infinite frequency. These limits aregenerally considered to be outside the audio range.

To understand how the circuit works, remember that the output of the opamp is (almost) exactlythe same as the non-inverting input. Imagine a DC voltage of 1 V is suddenly applied to the input,
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via resistor R,. The opamp will ignore the sudden load because the change is coupled directly to
the input via C'. The opamp will represent a high impedance. Just as an inductor would do.

With the passage of time, C charges via R, , the voltage across R, falls, the opamp sees less and
less of the input signal, and starts to draw current from the input via R,. This continues as the
capacitor approaches full charge, and the opamp has close to zero input, so the output is also closeto zero volts.

Eventually resistor R, becomes the only limiting factor to current flow, and this appears as a series
resistance within the inductor in the same way as the resistance of the wire in a real inductorbehaves. This series resistance limits the available O of both the simulated and real inductor, with
the main difference being the magnitude - real inductors generally have less resistance than thesimulated variety, but with the high inductance values often needed for audio this may not be true.Inductance is measured in Henrys, and for the simulated inductor is approximately equal to

L=RRC
A more accurate version of the formula (due to Siegfried Linkwitz) is shown below, but normallythe error from the simple version will be very low with typical values - a ratio of 100:1 wouldnormally be the lowest one would use, and this will have an error of only 1%. Component tolerancewill have more effect, but for completeness, here is the accurate version ...

L=R(R,-R)C

-.. 50 for the circuit shown is 1 Henry. This is a large inductance, and would be very expensive andbulky if made conventionally. The real inductance will have lower resistance and higher 0, but
will need to have a large iron core to be able to withstand even a small amount of DC, and theinductance will change depending on how much DC is present. The simulated inductor is limitedby the current capability of the opamp, so can handle up to £20mA with no change in performance.There are some limitations to the simulated inductor:

e First (and most annoying) is that one end of the inductor is earthed. Although simulatedinductors have been made that are floating (can be connected in any way you like), these
are expensive and uncommon. Fortunately the standard version is quite suitable for manyaudio applications, so this is not too great a burden.
The simulated inductor cannot be made with high ©, since the value of R, cannot be made
low enough to allowa Q of more than about 10. This is due to the limitations of the opamp
- a minimum value of 100 Q is usually specified for R,, although lower values are
sometimes used. This representsa series resistance (equivalent to wire resistance in a real
inductor).

e There is also a resistance effectively in parallel with the simulated inductor, equal to the
value ofR +R, . Although this can be measured,it is not generally a hindrance to practical
circuit design.
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e Although the simulated inductor acts in many ways like the real thing, it does not have the
same energy storage, and cannot respond like a proper wound inductor. When the input
voltage is suddenly removed from a real inductor, the collapse of the magnetic field causes
a large voltage pulse of the opposite polarity - this does not happen properly with a
simulated inductor, since there is no magnetic field involved. The simulated inductor will
still try, but the back-EMF is limited to the voltage swing of the opamp, so the flyback
pulse is limited to this value.

Example 6

Figure 11 shows two simple LC filters. The left circuit uses a real inductor, and the right circuit
has a simulated inductor. Resistor R,, is the coil winding resistance — equivalent to R,, in the
gyrator circuit. A series resonant circuit has minimum impedance at resonance, and in the
configuration shown will act as a notch filter, reducing the transmitted signal level at the resonant
frequency.

Figure 11. Two LC BandstopFilters, with Real (left) and Simulated (right) Inductors.

The notch frequency for these filters is:

~159 Hz.Fe
1

be
1

27VLC 27 [1x (1x10)
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A SPICE netlist for simulation of the two circuits is shown below. The resulting plot in Figure 12
shows the frequency response magnitude and phase angle for both circuits over the range1 Hz< f'<100 kHz. The reference level (near the top of the graph) is 0 dB, and neither circuit
exhibits any appreciable loss outside the stopband. In fact, the two are so close together that
distinguishing one from the otheris nearly impossible.

* Q:\Websites\RES\EE 3340\ Simulated Inductor.cir
vin 1 0 AC 1 0

* "Real" Inductor
-— Rinl 1 out l 10k
8 Cinl outl 11 lu

R11 11 21 100 nee2 2x 0 1 — |
R21] 11 0 100k ND

>* Simulated Inductor fe.subckt opamp 1 2 3 2E 3 0 1 2 iy
ends opamp

——| RinZ 1 out2 10k= Cin2 outz 12 lu
R1Z 12 22 100
E 12 32 100n
x 32 22 22 opamp
R22 32 © 100k

CJAC DEC 10 1 100k
end

Viout2)V{outl)

159 Hz

Figure 12. Frequency Response of the Circuits Shown in F igure 11.
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Comparison with Actual Inductors
Simulated elements are electronic circuits that imitate actual elements. Simulated elements cannot
replace physical inductors in all the possible applications as they do not possess all the uniqueproperties of physical inductors.

There are some significant limitations to the simulated inductors discussed so far:

First (and most annoying) is that one end of the inductor is grounded. Simulated floatinginductors can be made, as we will see shortly, but they are more expensive. F ortunately, the
grounded versionis quite suitable for many applications, so this is often not a problem.

The current in typical electric circuits is confined to the circuit, with very little "leakage". In
typical magnetic circuits the magnetic field is not confined to the magnetic circuit because
magnetic permeability also exists in any outside material. Thus, there may be significant
"leakage flux" in the space outside the magnetic core. If the leakage flux is small compared tothe main circuit, it can often be represented as additional elements. However, in extreme cases,a lumped-element model may not be appropriate at all, and field theory must be used instead.

e Magnetic circuits are nonlinear; the reluctance in a magnetic circuit is not constant, asresistance is, but varies depending on the magnetic field. At high magnetic fluxesthe ferromagnetic materials used for the cores of magnetic circuits saturate, limiting furtherincrease of the magnetic flux, so above this level the reluctance increases rapidly. In addition,
ferromagnetic materials suffer from hysteresis so the flux in them depends not just on theinstantaneous MMF but also on the history of that MMF. After the source of the magnetic fluxis removed (or turned off), residual magnetism is left in ferromagnetic materials, creating fluxwith no MMF.

» Although the simulated inductor acts in many ways like the real thing, it does not have the
same energy storage capability, and cannot respond like a wound inductor. When the inputvoltage is suddenly removed from a real inductor, the collapse of the magnetic field causes alarge voltage pulse of the opposite polarity. This does not happen with a simulated inductor,since there is no magnetic field involved. The simulated inductor will still try, but the pulsemagnitude is limited to the voltage swing of the opamp.

Magnitudes. In typical applications, both the inductance and the resistance of the gyrator are much
greater than that of a physical inductor. Gyrators can be used to create inductors from the
microhenry range up to the megahenry range. Physical inductors are typically limited to tens ofhenries, and have parasitic series resistances from hundreds of microhms through the low kilohm
range. The parasitic resistance of a gyrator depends on the topology, but withthe topology shown,series resistances will typically range from tens of ohms through hundreds of kilohms.

Quality. Physical capacitors are often much closer to "ideal capacitors" than physical inductors
are to "ideal inductors". Because of this, a synthesized inductor realized with a gyrator and acapacitor may, for certain applications, be closer to an "ideal inductor" than any (practical) physicalinductor can be. Thus, use of capacitors and gyrators may improve the quality of filter networksthat would otherwise be built using inductors. Also, the Q factor of a synthesized inductor can be
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selected with ease. The Q of an LC filter can be either lower or higher than that of an actual [.Cfilter — for the same frequency, the inductance is much higher, the capacitance much lower, but theresistance also higher. Gyrator inductors typically have higher accuracy than physical inductors,due to the lower cost of precision capacitors than inductors.

Energy Storage. Simulated inductors do not have the inherent energy storing properties of thereal inductors and this limits the possible power applications. The circuit cannot respond like a realinductor to sudden input changes (it does not produce a high-voltage back EMF); its voltage
response is limited by the power supply. Since gyrators use active circuits, they only function as agyrator within the power supply range ofthe active element. Hence gyrators are usually not veryuseful for situations requiring simulation of the flyback’ property of inductors, where a largevoltage spike is caused when currentis interrupted. A gyrator's transient response is limited by thebandwidth ofthe active device in the circuit and by the power supply.

Externalities. Simulated inductors do not react to external magnetic fields and permeablematerials the same way that real inductors do. They also don't create magnetic fields (and induce
currents in external conductors) the same way that real inductors do. This limits their use in
applications such as sensors, detectors and transducers.

Another approach, sometimes called an impedance converter is shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Impedance Converter with Equivalent Imipedatices 2 =— 2-8
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If impedances Z,, Z,, Z; and Z; areresistors, and Z, is a capacitor, then

ml) ©
sC

. . ) RRRC ) gwhich corresponds to a simulated inductance, L=-"1235" or, if all resistors are the same,
2

L=RC.

Example 7

For example,if R =R, =R, =R;=10kQ and C =0.01 4F in the circuit of Figure 13, then

(10x10°) (102 x10)
10° =

Grounding. The fact that one side of the simulated inductor is grounded restricts the possible
applications (real inductors are floating). This limitation may preclude its use in some low-passand notch filters. However,the gyrator can be used in a floating configuration with another gyrator
so long as the floating "grounds" are tied together. This allows for a floating gyrator, but the
inductance simulated across the input terminals of the gyrator pair must be cut in half for each
gyrator to ensure that the desired inductance is met (the impedance of inductors in series adds
together). This is not typically done as it requires even more components than in a standard
configuration and the resulting inductance is a result of two simulated inductors, each with half of
the desired inductance.

A floating simulated inductor can be made as follows:
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Figure 14. A Floating Simulated Inductor.

V.
Here Z =tn = sCR*, which again corresponds to a simulated inductance, L=CR>.

1
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